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The Heiress
Simon and Schuster Jamie Montgomery, an impoverished Elizabethan knight, is elated when he is assigned to escort Axia, the Lancaster heiress, to the castle of her betrothed. If only
she will fall in love with Jamie 00 as Jamie's devoted older sister predicts 00 the family's ﬁnancial woes will be solved. But Axia, who has spent her life closely guarded by her father's
servants, is not the shy, cossetted ﬂower Jamie expects. She's a hoyden, hell-bent on enjoying her precious moments of liberty before her marriage to a man chosen by her remote,
eccentric father. After curtly informing Jamie not to bother declaring his love for her -- as all poor, handsome men seem wont to do -- Axia makes his life a misery, sneaking oﬀ to the
marketplace, nearly breaking her neck on a runaway horse, and doing everything possible to delay the trip. Though she dare not admit it, even to herself, Axia dreads being wed to
a stranger. Suddenly Jamie realizes that he savors even her most barbed words life the rarest nectar..that he is falling desperately in love with this bold, maddening beauty. Now he
must contrive a daring plan to win her freedom -- and win her proud, deﬁant heart for his own!

The Invitation
Pocket Books The New York Times bestselling author of Wishes weaves a moving and charming novel of a daredevil woman who returns to Colorado for a new life…and a new love.
Jackie O’Neill is a daredevil pilot and a true American heroine—the type of woman so beautiful men stopped in their tracks to watch her walk down the street. After years of nonstop
excitement—traveling around the globe in a chaotic rags-to-riches-to-rags whirl with her late husband, Charley—Jackie has returned to Eternity, Colorado, near her hometown. She
wants to put down roots, start a business, maybe someday fall in love again. But she never dreamed that the man who might make all her wishes come true is William
Montgomery...little Billy, the lovesick boy who dogged her every step when she was a teenager...little Billy, who was now deﬁnitely a man, handsome, sexy, rich, and still madly in
love with Jackie O’Neill.

High Tide
Simon and Schuster Fiona is the creator of fashion doll sensation Kimberley, and is quite satisﬁed with her career-focused life. Yet when her boss informs her that she must win over a
new account by going camping with the creator of a hit children's TV show, she is extremely reluctant. Nevertheless, she goes to Florida to meet Roy and his Guide Ace Montgomery.
When Roy is found dead with Fiona holding the bloody knife, she becomes the prime suspect - though she has no recollection of what happened. Things get worse when she learns
that Roy, until now a stranger to her, left her all the proceeds from his new TV show, giving her a strong motive for murder. Suddenly, she and Ace ﬁnd themselves on the run, and
being condemned by the press for murder. They must prove their innocence by discovering the true motive and murderer of Roy. Fiona and Ace ﬁgure out they are linked through
her father, and it is then that Fiona learns the secrets of her family's past, turning her world upside down.
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Holly
Simon and Schuster To attract the attention of a certain wealthy man, Holly enlists the assistance of a stablehand to aid her in her quest, only to ﬁnd herself falling for the "wrong"
man, in a holiday romance by the author of Wild Orchids. Reprint. 200,000 ﬁrst printing.

Eternity
Simon and Schuster The ninth captivating historical romance in the Montgomery series from New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux. Carrie Montgomery had grown up with
seven adoring older brothers, and she was used to getting her way rather easily. Joshua Greene was only looking for a hardworking, practical mail-order bride to help with the farm
and feed and clothe his children. Yet from the moment Carrie saw his photograph, saw his devastatingly handsome, sorrowful smile, the petite and pampered beauty knew she was
the perfect wife for him. Josh didn't see it that way. Wed by proxy, he refused to be charmed by his new bride's blond curls and eﬀervescent laughter, or impressed by her trappings
of wealth...even if his son and daughter believed she was a fairy princess come to life. He was furious—and ready to send her packing, until a near tragedy convinced him that her
beauty was more than skin-deep. But even after he had yielded to the wild desire that surged between them, Josh could not admit how much he truly needed her. Then an old
scandal threatened to re-emerge, and he realized that he could lose her forever....

A Knight in Shining Armor
Simon and Schuster Abandoned by her lover after a quarrel, Dougless Montgomery is stranded in rural England, but with the sudden appearance of Nicholas Staﬀord, Earl of
Thornwyck--who died centuries ago--a passionate aﬀair begins.

The Black Lyon
Harper Collins A Classic Love Story of a Fearless Lordand the Woman Who Tamed Him Darkly handsome and rich beyond imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black
Lyon” for hislionlike ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until he met Lyonene, the green-eyedbeauty whose ﬁery spirit equaled his own. Through a whirlwind
romance andstormy marriage, she endured every perilto be by his side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger. Now only the ﬁerce Black Lyon cansave her—for he alone
has thecourage to destroy the ruthlessplot threatening to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and his ladyvowed would neverbe broken . . .

The Raider
Simon and Schuster Jude Deveraux continues her beloved Montgomery saga in America with this dramatic, passion-ﬁlled tale of rebellion and love—a breathtaking adventure to be
savored all over again—or discovered for the ﬁrst time! In colonial New England, the British are hunting a fearless, masked patriot whose daring foils them at every turn. He's known
simply as the Raider. Jessica Taggert, a proud-tempered beauty, thrills to the Raider's scorching midnight embrace, but despises Alexander Montgomery, the drunken town buﬀoon.
In truth, the cleverly disguised Montgomery lives two lives...and only his triumph over the hated Redcoats will free him, at last, to know the full pleasure of Jessica's love.

Sweet Liar
Simon and Schuster It was her father's dying wish that Samantha Elliot search for her grandmother, who'd disappeared from Louisville when she was a baby. So here she was, in big,
dirty New York City...her parents were dead, her divorce was ﬁnal, and she was all alone.... Michael Taggert was Samantha's landlord, and he was easily the most beautiful man
she'd ever seen. He was charming, too -- his zest for life was so contagious that in his presence Sam bloomed like a ﬂower after the rain. Yet Mike could only get so far with her -when he tried to get closer, it was like running into a brick wall. But Mike wouldn't give up. As they probed her grandmother's past, he was slowly uncovering the joy and aﬀection
Samantha had buried long ago -- and leading them closer to the dangerous truth about a bloody spring night in 1928, and a seductive blues singer named Maxie....
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The Awakening
Simon and Schuster Amanda Caulden led a sheltered life on her father's California ranch -- until the day Hank Montgomery stormed into town. A hot-blooded union organizer with a
taste for ladies and ﬁne champagne, he sensed the ﬁre that smoldered beneath her prim, virtuous beauty...and he vowed to make her his. Hank's assault on her orderly life made
Amanda furious -- and all the more enticing. Slowly, he drew her into a world of sensuous pleasure: sumptuous meals and moonlit dances, carefree laughter and stolen
kisses...gently stirring the sleeping embers of passion. But even as a ﬁerce love rose between them, violent rebellion threatened to destroy the Caulden ranch -- and their lives!

Mountain Laurel
Simon and Schuster Bestselling author Jude Deveraux spins a rollicking story of a mismatched couple who unearth a sparkling, irresistible passion across the rugged West! Captain
Ring Montgomery was handsome, a skilled rider, a crack shot, popular with the men and their ladies. That was reason enough for a jealous, surly colonel to saddle Montgomery with
a most peculiar assignment: to escort an opera singer into the Colorado gold ﬁelds. Ring’s plan was to scare the little lady enough so that she’d hightail it for home. After all, a Civil
War was brewing! But LaReina, The Singing Duchess—as Maddie was called—didn’t scare easily. And she didn’t intend to explain her reasons for coming West to any high and
mighty soldier. Captain Montgomery might be smart enough to ﬁgure out that she was no European duchess, and gentleman enough not to take advantage of her. But he’d have to
go on thinking she had some insane desire to sing opera to a bunch of ragtag miners—for she didn’t dare trust him with the truth…

For All Time
A Nantucket Brides Novel
Ballantine Books NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jude Deveraux returns to the magniﬁcent, sunny island in For All Time, the second novel in her Nantucket Brides trilogy—this time
featuring the next generation of her beloved family of Montgomery-Taggerts. The wedding of Alix Madsen and Jared Montgomery is a glorious aﬀair at an elegant little chapel in the
woods, followed by dinner and dancing, all while moonlight blankets the festivities in a romantic glow. While most guests are ﬁxed on the happy couple, Jared’s cousin Graydon can’t
look away from a bridesmaid, Toby Wyndam. It’s not just her quiet beauty that enthralls him or the way she makes him laugh. Toby possesses the truly remarkable ability of being
able to distinguish Graydon from his identical twin brother, Rory. According to family legend, such a gift marks her as Graydon’s True Love. But Graydon knows there is no possible
way that they can ever be together, for he is heir to the Lanconian throne and is to marry a noble woman who has been chosen for him. Yet, intrigued by Toby, he asks her to help
him hide on Nantucket for a week away from regal responsibilities. In exchange, he’ll assist her with planning acclaimed novelist Victoria Madsen’s lavish wedding. Since they both
know their union is impossible, the pair promises that they will never be more than just friends. But there’s more going on between Graydon and Toby than her unique power to tell
him apart from his twin. At work are forces beyond their control, which are ruled by time itself. Combine that with the magical island of Nantucket, and a seductive spell is cast over
Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together, they must change what once was, as well as what will be. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Jude Deveraux's Ever After.
Praise for Jude Deveraux and For All Time “Jude Deveraux is an amazing author, and her Nantucket Brides series will sweep you away.” —Susan Mallery “Jude Deveraux takes us to a
place where dreams are made. . . . For All Time is a page-turning time-travel romance that captures your imagination from the start and keeps hold till the very last page.”—Fresh
Fiction “A beautifully written story with a refreshing old-romance feel . . . Fans of Deveraux will be delighted, while new readers will fall in love with her signature writing
style.”—RT Book Reviews “A charming tale.”—Library Journal “Engrossing . . . [a] romance that transcends time.”—Kirkus Reviews

Met Her Match
MIRA In small towns, no one lets the facts get in the way of juicy gossip… Terri Rayburn is a girl with a reputation. She doesn’t deserve it, but having grown up on the outskirts of
Summer Hill, Virginia, she knows how small towns work. The only way to deal with vicious gossip is to ignore it. So she keeps to herself as she runs the summer resort on Lake
Kissel. When she returns home from a short trip to ﬁnd a handsome stranger living in her house, she smells a rat. Someone is trying to ﬁx her up, and she has to admit that Nate
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Taggert is just her type. However, Nate is engaged to the daughter of the mayor and strictly oﬀ-limits. Nate and Terri form an unlikely friendship while he throws himself into life at
the lake. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri
doesn’t want to revisit the past, but Nate won’t stop until he discovers the truth—even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. Set in the beloved ﬁctional town of
Summer Hill, Virginia, Met Her Match examines the tensions between the wealthy townspeople, the summer vacationers and the working-class people who keep the town and resort
running. Told with humor and heart, Met Her Match is the perfect summer escape.

Moonlight in the Morning
Simon and Schuster In an all-new trilogy set in blissful Edilean, Virginia, Jude Deveraux weaves together the tales of three young women, best friends since college, and the lives,
loves, and dreams that await them. Sparks are ﬂying between Jecca Layton and Dr. Tristan Aldredge. At the urging of her dear friend Kim, Jecca put the ruthless New York City art
world on hold to spend the summer pursuing her passion for painting while enjoying Edilean's tightly knit artistic community. For years, Kim's cousin Tris-the town's handsome and
dedicated doctor-felt a deep connection to Kim's college "sister" Jecca, though they had met only once before; now, Jecca is swept oﬀ her feet by this strong, sensitive man in a
summer of sensual delights. But when long shadows announce Jecca's return to "real life" and the big city, the lovers must decide: Can they survive the distance? And who will
sacriﬁce the life they've created for themselves to be together?

The Princess
Simon and Schuster Bestselling author Jude Deveraux surrounds a regal heroine with the intrigue and excitement of a forbidden love in this lush, romantic tale of adventure and
passion. Her name is Aria...a beautiful, arrogant princess from a small European kingdom. Stranded in a storm of intrigue near the Florida Keys, she is swept ashore and into the
arms of dashing J.T. Montgomery, an oﬃcer of the United States Navy. Disdainful at ﬁrst, Aria is secretly tantalized by the handsome Lieutenant’s brash independence...and beneath
her proud reserve, J.T. discovers a woman of sensuous ﬁre. To escape her enemies, they return to her royal domain—with Aria posing as an American bride. But if their daring
charade succeeds, Aria will have to choose—between the kingdom she was born to rule, and the man she was destined to love…

The Maiden
Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling author of The Mulberry Tree weaves a dazzling historical romance about two royal enemies who cannot ﬁght the passion between
them. He was wise, strong, and brave. His destiny was to be king. She was young and beautiful, a warrior princess. Her destiny was to love him. But when ﬁrst they met, it was not
as princess and king—it was as man and woman only, consumed by a passion so sudden, so deep that the very world exploded with one kiss. Only later, with his touch still burning
on her lips, did Jura discover that the knight of her secret tryst had been none other than the hated Prince Rowan. Rowan, who had returned from far-away England to usurp her
brother’s throne...Rowan, who vowed to unite the wild clans under his rule. Furious, Jura swore her enmity to the golden-haired prince whose glorious visage tormented her days
and haunted her nights. But nothing would stop Rowan from ruling over the warring tribes...and nothing would stop him from winning the ﬁerce and lovely Jura as his bride, his
Queen, his love....

The Duchess
Simon and Schuster Jude Deveraux captures the thrill of an American beauty's Highlands wedding, where a royal title is at stake -- and where love wins the day. The Duchess Claire
Willoughby risked losing millions in her inheritance if, as decreed by her grandfather, she did not wed an "acceptable" man. Harry Montgomery, the eleventh Duke of MacArran,
seemed perfect. He owned a historic castle, he looked manly in a kilt, and he was as much a titled Scotsman as Bonnie Prince Charlie himself. Their engagement announced, Claire's
future as a duchess was assured -- and she set oﬀ with her family to meet the Montgomery clan in Scotland. Bramley Castle was a damp, chill place, overþowing with eccentric
relatives. But there was also Trevelyan, a secretive, brooding man who lived in Bramley's ancient halls. Whoever he was, he wasn't at all like Harry: Trevelyan was the most
exasperating, arrogant, know-it-all of a man Claire had ever met. And the most fascinating...
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First Impressions
A Novel
Simon and Schuster The much-loved, "New York Times" bestselling author of "The Summerhouse" presents an emotionally charged novel about one woman's bid to stand up to the
tragedy of her past and reclaim the promise of her future. Available in a Premium Edition.

Standard Atlas of Ottawa County, Michigan
Including a Plat Book of the Villages, Cities and Townships of the County...patrons
Directory, Reference Business Directory...
Legare Street Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has
a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Highland Velvet
Simon and Schuster Jude Deveraux steps back to a time and place where revenge and rivalry rule men's hearts—and love conquers all—in this wonderful Montgomery novel. Bronwyn
MacArran was a proud Scot. Stephen Montgomery was one of the hated English. He came to Scotland as a conqueror, saw her beauty and was vanquished. But still she would abhor
him. She owned a temper hot enough to forge the armors of battle or inﬂame a valiant soldier's passion. Yet still she would resist him. She became his reason to live, his reason to
love. And still she would deny him. But while clan fought clan, while brother took up sword against brother, and the highlands ran with blood—their destiny was made...and this
mighty warrior pledged himself to his woman's pride, her honor and her name—and made of their love a torch to burn through the ages!

Velvet Angel
Simon and Schuster She came to him as a precious gift, a naked angel rolled in a rug. Once he gazed into her green eyes, saw her tangle of honey blonde hair, he was undone with
passion. Elizabeth would never surrender. He was a hated Montgomery -- she was a Chatworth -- and the blood war between their families raged on, a wildﬁre of rape, murder, and
betrayal. Elizabeth vowed to ﬁght the handsome lord, to resist the burning desire in his eyes -- no matter how great the temptation.

Velvet Song
Simon and Schuster They were both outcasts by a harsh decree -- and on the brink of a shared destiny of passion! With her father murdered, her home burned, lovely Alyx Blackelt ﬂed
to the woods -- and sanctuary in the camp of Raine Montgomery, a nobleman outlawed by the king's edict. There she hid her beauty in the guise of a boy, and her sorrow in her work
as Montgomery's squire. But how long could such loveliness as hers be hidden? How long could such a gallant man's desires be blind? And how soon -- even as a blood feud raged
between the Montgomerys and the Chatworths, as angry swords clattered in the name of family honor -- one woman's love would make all the diﬀerence...one woman's love would
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inﬂame a hero's passion, touch a king's pity, and raise a song of praise in every English heart.

Twin of Fire
Simon and Schuster A steamy historical romance from the bestselling author of The Summerhouse, Temptation, and Sweet Liar. Jude Deveraux entwines the frontier adventures of two
unforgettable sisters—demure beauty Houston Chandler and her independent, hot-tempered twin Blair—who discover heartfelt passions as powerfully and compelling as ice and
ﬁre... While dreaming of practicing medicine, Blair falls in love with her placid sister's ﬁanceé, himself a doctor. Blair's impetuous spirit has won her a medical degree in a man's
world—and captured Lee Westﬁeld's heart. But even as the couple's ardor grows, there are nights when Lee disappears only to return exhausted, haunted. His silence imperils their
love—but the truth would imperil her life.

Evans
Genealogy of the Evans, Nivin and Allied Families
Twelve Years a Slave
Prabhat Prakashan "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped
and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt

A Holiday of Love
Simon and Schuster The tales in this magniﬁcent collection celebrate the holidays in 19th-century New York City and features stories by Judith McNaught, Jude Devereaux, Jill Barnett,
and Arnette Lamb. Reissue.

Just Curious
Simon and Schuster New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux’s charming Christmas novella is now available as an eBook. In the snow-covered hills of Virginia, a young widow
ﬁnds that miracles really do come in the least expected packages. First appearing as a short story in the anthology Simple Gifts, this festive eBook is now available on its own at an
unbeatable price—perfect for new and old fans alike.

Warning Miracle
Lulu.com

Carolina Isle
When two cousins switch identities, anything can happen.
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The Admission Registers of St. Paul's School, from 1748 to 1876
Someone to Love
A Novel
Simon and Schuster Still grieving three years after his ﬁancée's mysterious suicide, Jace Montgomery discovers a clue about her death that leads him to purchase an English fortress,
where he encounters a headstrong ghost who died under similar circumstances. By the author of First Impressions. Reprint.

Great Book of World Facts, Lists and Quizzes
This quiz book contains over 600 pages crammed with questions that will challenge the nimblest of minds and stretch the limits of your trivia knowledge.

Tempt Me with Darkness
Simon and Schuster He's an immortal knight hungering for satisfaction.... As soon as Marrok sees Olivia Gray's dark windswept hair and burning violet eyes, he's sure they've met in
eons past. He's felt her soft gentle curves writhing in pleasure beneath his own hard powerful body...Morganna! For centuries, towering Marrok, once the mightiest of King Arthur's
warriors, has endured a terrible curse cast upon him when he spurned the witch. She's a modern woman about to discover ancient magic.... Olivia shares a mystical -- and
irresistible -- connection with brooding Marrok. Soon after the sexy warrior appears in her erotic dreams, he abducts her, demanding she uncurse him. Their intense passion is more
powerful -- and intimate -- than either of them has ever known. Olivia may be the key to unlocking the diary that will break Morganna's hold on his life. But in the wrong hands, the
book also holds the power to destroy all magickind. As they search for answers, a ruthless wizard returned from exile is building an army of evil. When he discovers Marrok and
Olivia have the diary, only their love -- with the help of a powerful group of magical Brethren -- can save them.

Judith
"All of England rejoiced at the marriage of Gavin Montgomery to the heiress Judith--all except Judith herself. At the altar, Gavin looked deep into his bride's eyes and burned with
desire for her ... but his heart had been pledged to another. Alone in a strange castle, Judith resolved to hate this husband who took her body but rejected her love ... though she
would never admit her fear of losing him. But destiny held another fate for Judith--a fate more thrilling than she had ever dreamed, and a love that would last a lifetime."--Page 4 of
cover.

Wishes
Pocket Books Shy, sweet Nellie Grayson frees herself from the burdens placed on her by her demanding father and sister and is ﬁnally able to open herself to love with a little help
from a very unconventional fairy godmother.

Twin of Ice
Simon and Schuster Engaged to marry Dr. Leander Westﬁeld, the lovely, proper Houston Chandler is captivated by mysterious millionaire Kane Taggert, in the ﬁrst of two novels
chronicling the romances of twins Blair and Houston Chandler in 1890s' Colorado
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Index to Illustrations
A Gift of Love
Beyond Words/Atria Books A collection of wintery romances includes the works of ﬁve popular authors, and highlights a teacher's travel through time, an embittered earl's romance
with a governess, a Christmas pony, a fairy godmother, and a brilliant ﬁlmmaker. 200,000 ﬁrst printing. $150,000 ad/promo.

Simple Gifts
Four Heartwarming Christmas Stories
Simon and Schuster Four holiday tales capture the magic and romance of the Christmas season.

Hotter After Midnight
Kensington Publishing Corp. A shifter detective’s case heats up when he meets the one woman who could expose his secret—or seduce his wild side—in this steamy paranormal
romance. Dr. Emily Drake's psychotherapy patients tend to be a little unusual. Instead of midlife crises and mother ﬁxations, Emily treats vampires with blood phobias and sexdemons looking for meaningful relationships. But healing these powerful beings requires an important rule: Never trust a shifter. Especially not one like Detective Colin Gyth.
Helping him catch a killer won’t be easy—especially when his gold-ﬂecked eyes and predatory air make Emily long to lose control. Colin can't believe the doctor he has to work with
on the Night Butcher murder case is the one person who could expose his true identity as a wolf shifter. Smart and sexy, Emily brings out the alpha male in Colin, unleashing a wild
desire that takes them both over the edge . . . . But in the shadows, the Night Butcher waits, eager to spill Emily's blood and taste her terror. And he'll use any means to destroy her,
including the one person she has grown to trust . . . "Highly sensual and deﬁnitely dangerous." —Shannon McKenna "A cross between CSI and Medium, only hotter and with a hero
that truly has bite!" —Jacquelyn Frank
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